
Iron & Steel Preservation Conference & Workshop:
 Repair, Rehabilitation and Restoration of Metals 

Conference: May 18th & 19th $375.00 
Workshop: May 20th $175.00 

Space is limited. Register early. Form Attached, Or Click Here To 
Register Online 

Contact Vern Mesler at meslerv@gmail.com or 517 614 9868 with any questions. 

Vern Mesler (right) and Nan 
Jackson of Lansing 

Community College visit 
Purdue University to meet with 
Dr. Robert Connor (center left) 

and Jason Lloyd. 

2016 Conference and Workshop Schedule 

Wednesday, May 18, 2016 (Conference Day 1) 
8:00am to 12:30pm 
Technical presentations followed by lunch with luncheon speaker. 
1:30pm to 5:15pm 
Tour of Purdue's Bowen Lab 
Tour of Purdue's S-BRITE Center 

Thursday, May 19, 2016 (Conference Day 2) 
8:00am to 12:30pm 
Technical presentations followed by lunch with luncheon speaker. 
1:30pm to 5:15pm  
Demonstrations of industrial processes used in industry today (at Bowen Lab): 

• Electric arc welding processes
• Braze welding for cast iron
• Flame straightening demonstrations
• Shop riveting with hydraulic riveter
• Field riveting with field riveting hammer

Friday, May 20, 2016 (Workshop) 
8:00am to 12:00pm  
Hands-on participation in repair, rehabilitation and restoration of metals (at Bowen Lab): 

• Electric arc welding processes
• Braze welding for cast iron
• Flame straightening demonstrations
• Shop riveting with a hydraulic riveter
• Cutting processes: Oxygen Fuel and Air Carbon Arc
• Field riveting with a field riveting hammer

Return to hotel for lunch  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
Continuing Education Units (CEU) and/or Professional Development Hours (PDH) are available 
for participants in this Conference & Workshop. In addition, a certificate of completion will be 
issued to those attending and participating in the Conference & Workshop activities. 

https://axiom.lcc.edu/wconnect/ace/ShowSchedule.awp?&Mode=GROUP&Group=125&Title=Iron+and+Steel+Preservation
https://axiom.lcc.edu/wconnect/ace/ShowSchedule.awp?&Mode=GROUP&Group=125&Title=Iron+and+Steel+Preservation
http://www.historicbridgerestoration.com/
mailto:meslerv@gmail.com


  

 

Adam Cullison & Ivan 
Valencia, undergraduate lab 

assistants at Purdue University 
Bowen Laboratory, work to 
construct the high capacity 

tensile load frame. 
 

 

One of Dr. Connor's built-up 
steel bridge girder specimens 
following fatigue and fracture 
testing.  This specimen was 

one of many tested to 
investigate the after-fracture 

fatigue life of the girder 
following brittle fracture of one 

of its components. 
 

 

A 220,000 lb capacity servo-
valve hydraulic actuator is used 

by Dr. Connor at the Bowen 
Laboratory at Purdue 

University in fatigue and 
fracture testing of full-scale, 

built-up steel bridge 
specimens.  Actuators like 

these provide simulated service 
loading on steel girders as part 
of the experimental research.  

 

About The Iron & Steel Preservation Conference & Workshop 
 
 
The Iron & Steel Preservation Conference & Workshop scheduled for May 2016 is a 
partnership between Purdue University and Lansing Community College. The two-day 
conference followed by a half-day hands-on workshop will be held at Purdue University in 
West Lafayette, Indiana. Registration is now open! 
  
Vern Mesler 
Iron & Steel Preservation Coordinator 
Lansing Community College  
 
 
 

Repair, Rehabilitation and Restoration of Metals 

  
This conference & workshop has the goal of giving those responsible for making decisions 
about the repair, rehabilitation and restoration of metals confidence in specifying 
appropriate industrial processes selected from both contemporary steel fabrication 
methods and historic technologies. Participants will gain knowledge from presentations, 
demonstrations and hands-on experiences as well as through interaction and conversation 
with the wide variety of professionals in attendance.  
  

Industrial Processes featured at the Conference & Workshop 

 
Demonstrations of industrial processes used in industry today include Shielded Metal Arc 
Welding (SMAW), Flux Cored and Metal Cored Arc Welding (FCAW/MCAW), Oxygen 
Fuel and Air Carbon Arc Cutting (OF & ACA), braze welding for cast iron, and flame 
straightening of wrought iron and steel. Demonstrations of historic technologies that are 
relevant today are also featured. Shop riveting and field riveting, once commonly used in 
the fabrication and erection of bridges and buildings, are highlighted as viable methods for 
the preservation of riveted metal structures. Participants will see these processes at work 
and learn about Purdue University's current research on built-up riveted girders. During 
the hands-on workshop, participants will be given an opportunity to drive field rivets and 
try their hand at various welding, cutting and flame straightening processes.  
  

Continuing Education Units (CEU) 
and/or Professional Development Hours (PDH) 

  
Continuing Education Units (CEU) and/or Professional Development Hours (PDH) are 
available for participants in this Conference & Workshop. In addition, a certificate of 
completion will be issued to those attending and participating in the Conference & 
Workshop activities.  
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

12-foot deep section of the 
Lafayette Bridge taken out 

of service from St. Paul MN 
and donated to the S-BRITE 

Center by Minnesota 
DOT.  This piece contains a 
fracture from the 1970's that 
was repaired using a bolted 

splice.  
 

 

Jason Lloyd, Research 
Engineer at the S-BRITE 

Center, Purdue University, 
demonstrates some of the 

rigging used to display 
sections of bridges. 

 

Scholarships for students to attend 
the Conference & Workshop 

  
A limited number of scholarships will be available to support students to attend the 
Conference & Workshop. Application forms will be provided online at the time that 
registration opens in October, 2015. We appreciate your help in getting the word out to 
university departments of civil engineering and historic preservation as well as trade 
schools and community colleges.  
  

Industry and Corporate Partnerships and Sponsorships 

  
There are many ways to support this Conference & Workshop. Those who are interested 
in providing financial assistance are invited to contact Dr. Robert Connor, Associate 
Professor of Civil Engineering at Purdue University: rconnor@purdue.edu. Those who 
wish to contribute to student scholarships or can assist with advertising in trade journals, 
industry websites or within professional organizations may contact Vern Mesler: 
meslerv@gmail.com or 517-614-9868. 
  

Robert L. and Terry L. Bowen Laboratory 
for Large-Scale Civil Engineering Research 

  
Steel, concrete and machinery on an impressive scale greet visitors entering Purdue 
University's Bowen Laboratory, a world-class facility for testing large structures. Heavy 
steel and concrete fixtures tower above as you walk beside a massive loading apparatus 
attached to a "strong floor" three feet thick. Two 30-metric-ton overhead cranes provide 
the required lifting capacity to transport heavy steel and concrete specimens. Advanced 
instrumentation attached to a steel specimen measures its behavior when subjected to 
extreme loads such as those that would occur with earthquakes, blasts and impact events.  
  

 

Full-size riveted girders are being tested at the Bowen Laboratory 
  
Purdue's research project on riveted built-up steel girders, led by researcher Matt Hebdon 
at the Bowen Laboratory, will contribute to a greater understanding of an essential 
structural member in thousands of bridges and buildings in service today. Results from 
this research can assist those responsible for making decisions for the repair, 
rehabilitation, and restoration of riveted members in writing procedures that accurately 

mailto:rconnor@purdue.edu
mailto:meslerv@gmail.com
https://engineering.purdue.edu/CE/Bowen
https://engineering.purdue.edu/CE/Bowen
https://origin.library.constantcontact.com/doc208/1117987046771/doc/WT45uorVrJX3XiWB.pdf


 

Indian Trail Bridge at Purdue's 
S-BRITE Center 

 

 

Indian Trail Bridge is loaded in 
Michigan for transport to 

Purdue's S-BRITE Center. 
 

 

 

Nels Raynor, Bach 
Ornamental and Structural 

Steel, supervises the loading 
operation in Michigan 

 

 

Leo Schneider, Grand Davo 
crane operator, Michigan 

 

 
  

reflect research data. The first day of the May 2016 Iron & Steel Preservation Conference 
& Workshop will feature the Purdue research project and include a tour of the Bowen 
Laboratory to take a look at the riveted built-up steel girders, as well as other projects 
underway at the laboratory.  
  

S-BRITE Center, Purdue University 

  
On April 16, 2015, the 1937 Indian Trail Bridge was loaded on two large flatbed truck 
trailers at the Calhoun County historic bridge storage yard in Michigan and shipped to 
Purdue University's S-BRITE Center for professional training, research, and education. 
The Indian Trail Bridge once spanned the Belle River in China Township, St Clair 
County, Michigan. It was saved when replaced by a new bridge in 2008 and will now be 
used as an educational tool for students entering the engineering field. Dr. Robert Connor, 
Director of S-BRITE Center, recognizes the educational value of a hands-on opportunity 
for students. "Old structures like this are to me a real treasure to have," he said. "I can 
show pictures and talk all day about corrosion ... but there's nothing better than taking 
somebody down there and showing it." St Clair Times Herald, April 11, 2015 (article by 
Bob Gross). 
  

 

Crew readies a truss of the Indian Trail Bridge for display at S-BRITE. 
Left to right: Ryan Sherman, Jason Lloyd, Kyle Konz, Robert Connor, Matt Hebdon, 

Tom Bradt, William Collins, Ricky Corazza (kneeling), and Curtis Schroeder. 
Photo by Teresa Morris. 

  
Besides the Indian Trail Bridge, other structural members from bridges are on display at 
S-BRITE, among them sections from one of the most well-known bridge failures: the 
Minneapolis I-35W Bridge. In their article "The Infamous Gusset Plates," authors Roberto 
Ballarini and Taichiro Okazaki (Department of Civil Engineering, University of 
Minnesota) provide an excellent review of the tragic failure of the bridge. This article 
appears in the book The City, the River, the Bridge (University of Minnesota Press, 2011, 
edited by Patrick Nunnally). 
  
Participants at the May 2016 Conference & Workshop will have an opportunity to tour 
this exceptional, one-of-a-kind facility, the S-BRITE Center.  
  
  
 

http://bachsteel.com/
http://bachsteel.com/
http://bachsteel.com/
http://files.ctctcdn.com/375883d4401/a4513fba-5cb5-4689-9823-f0a0147f2803.pdf
https://engineering.purdue.edu/CAI/SBRITE
http://files.ctctcdn.com/375883d4401/050da39a-7385-4991-9737-ecaf48bee74d.pdf
http://files.ctctcdn.com/375883d4401/8d28efcc-c1b9-463c-8a38-479e7a97fcc4.pdf


Iron & Steel Preservation Conference 2016: Technical Presentations 
Robert J. Connor, Associate Prof. of Civil Engineering, Director S-BRITE Center, 

Purdue University, Indiana 

Revisiting the Concept of Fracture Critical for the 21st Century 
The concepts associated with the term "Fracture Critical" that are in place today were developed in the mid-1970s when 
shop fabrication & inspection, fatigue design, detailing practices, material toughness, and analytical tools were much 
different. All of these have evolved and improved substantially over the past 30 to 40 years. Nevertheless, concerns 
remain regarding the performance of bridges classified as FC should one of the two primary load carrying members 
completely fracture. Today, experiences suggest that the simple classification approaches used to identify a member as FC 
may be overly conservative and lack rational justification. This presentation will report on recent and ongoing research 
into the system performance of bridges and the internal redundancy of built-up members being examined to more 
rationally invoke the concept of a FCM and set the stage for the remaining presentations for the day. 
  
Read More: speaker bio 
 

Participants at the 2012 field rivet training at Purdue University 
Left to right: Robert Connor, Vern Mesler, Nan Jackson, Matt Hebdon, 
Teresa Washeleski, Luke Snyder, Jason Lloyd, and Ryan Sherman 
 

Karl H. Frank, PE, PhD 
Chief Engineer, Hirschfeld Industries, Texas 

The Development of the AASHTO/AWS Fracture Control Plan and How it Relates to Historic Bridges 
 The present AASHTO/AWS Fracture Control Plan (FCP) was developed in response to failures (i.e., brittle fractures) in 
nonredundant tension members that occurred in the 1970s. Prior to the FCP, the design of tension members was based 
solely upon prevention of yielding; there were minimal requirements on steel toughness (i.e., no Charpy V Notch 
toughness requirements), limited guidance on fatigue design, and less stringent fabrication and shop inspection 
requirements. In fact, there was no AWS bridge welding code in existence. However, the FCP was primarily developed 
with welded structures in mind. This presentation will describe the development of the FCP in the context of welded 
structures and also provide insight and perspective into how it may be rationally applied to structures fabricated using 
historic materials and built-up construction. 
 

Matthew H. Hebdon, Assistant Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering, Virginia Tech 

Understanding Resilience and Remaining Capacity of Riveted Girders 
Riveted built-up members were used extensively in the construction of the transportation infrastructure up until the early 
1960s. However, as steel structures in the U.S. transportation infrastructure age, the ability to conservatively extend the 
functional life of historical bridge structures is becoming more of a concern. The fracture resilience of built-up steel 
members was investigated to better understand the way that total member collapse is prevented through the use of 
multiple components mechanically fastened together. In addition, members with partially failed cross-sections were 



cyclically loaded to determine their fatigue life after a component failure. Both historical and newly constructed 
specimens were tested. Pneumatically hot-driven rivets were used in the fabrication of the test specimens to replicate 
conditions expected in historical riveted bridge members. 
 

Quentin Collette, PE, PhD 
Project Engineer, Sparks Engineering, Texas

 Riveted connections in historical metal structures (1840-1940) 
Waiting for a train at London St Pancras railway station or reading a book on the Berlin underground are simple everyday 
actions. Conversely, preserving the service life of such historical metal structures enabling those routine actions is a 
challenge. The overall safety and stability of historical iron and steel structures and, more in particular, the state of their 
connections, are of concern to engineers, architects and heritage care specialists. Rivets were the primary fastener used to 
fabricate these connections through a technique called hot riveting. Although well developed in the nineteenth century, 
hot riveting fell into disuse when the welding technique was invented. Nowadays, the appraisal of riveted connections 
raises numerous theoretical and practical issues that remain to be solved. Therefore, we reviewed international historical 
literature and carried out experiments. This study unravels the development, technology and design of historical riveted 
connections between 1840s and 1940s. 
Major evolutions occurred at the turn of the 20th century. The material iron was replaced by steel, rivets were not installed 
by hand anymore but with machines, and the design of riveted connections relied on a scientific approach. The appraisal 
of riveted structures of that period thus calls for additional care. The knowledge of past techniques and design methods 
can help engineers apprehend the assessment of riveted connections with more confidence. The study supports decision-
makers and workmen for inspection, structural assessment and intervention purposes. We should strive to preserve both 
the service life and the heritage value of historical metal structures belonging to the city's landscape for the decades and 
hopefully centuries to come. 
 

Frederick R. Rutz, PE, SE, PhD 
University of Colorado, Denver 

Structural Response of Truss Bridges to Wind 
Historic truss bridges possess greater resistance to lateral loads than conventional structural analysis suggests. Fred Rutz 
will speak on research conducted at the University of Colorado, Denver, wherein conventional structural analysis was 
compared to a more comprehensive analytical methodology, leading to a conclusion of greater lateral strength. Further, he 
will report on full-scale experiments at historic pin-connected truss bridges that validate the analytical methodology. 
 

 

 

Cimarron Train Restoration Project 

 



Ryan J. Sherman, PhD Candidate, Purdue University 

The Correlation of Rivet Strength with Hardness Measurements  
The strength of rivets in older bridges is often unknown. Some have relied upon field hardness measurements of the head 
in order to estimate the ultimate strength of the entire fastener. However, questions exist as to the effect of driving on the 
local hardness measurement and how it relates to the strength in the shank of the rivet. Further, no data existed regarding 
differences between measurements made on the button head and the driven or formed head as related to the actual rivet 
strength. This presentation will present the results of a study which examined the use of hardness measurements for 
estimating rivet strength. Laboratory hardness tests were performed on both undriven and driven modern rivets as well as 
rivets extracted from existing bridges. Measurements were made on the heads, shank, and within the cross-section of the 
rivets. The variability associated with the measurements will be presented along with recommendations as to the 
appropriateness of using field hardness measurements to estimate rivet strength.  
  

  
 

Dan McCain, President of the Carroll County  
Wabash & Erie Canal Association, Delphi, Indiana 

 "Volunteers Make a Difference" 
Eighty miles northwest of Indianapolis is the city of Delphi, Indiana, the county seat of Carroll County with a population 
of around 4000. In 1971, a small group of people banded together to create the Wabash & Erie Canal Park Association 
and to convert a three mile manmade section of the original Wabash & Erie Canal into historic landmark. Under the 
leadership of Dan McCain, with his talent for recruiting dedicated volunteers, the Wabash & Erie Canal Park has grown 
into an exceptional resource for education and history. The Park features several historic truss bridges restored by hard 
working volunteers, as well as a working canal boat and an interpretive museum. Dan McCain is the featured luncheon 
speaker for the 2016 Iron & Steel Preservation Conference.  
  

 
 

Dan McCain,  
President of the Carroll County Wabash & Erie Canal 
Association 

 

 



2016 Iron & Steel Preservation Conference & Workshop 

Purdue University & Lansing Community College 

Brief Biographies of Speakers 

 

 
Quentin Collette 

Dr. Collette graduated from the French-speaking Free University of Brussels (Belgium) in 2009 

with a master in architectural engineering and in 2011 with a master in business management. 

Between 2009 and 2014 he was a Ph.D. student and lecturer assistant at the Faculty of Engineering 

of the Dutch-speaking Free University of Brussels. Since 2015 he is a structural engineer at Sparks 

Engineering in San Antonio, Texas, and a voluntary post-doctoral researcher at the Dutch-speaking 

Free University of Brussels. His research interests focus on historical metal and reinforced 

concrete structures. 

 

Robert J. Connor 

Dr. Connor has nearly twenty-five years of experience in the research and testing of bridges and 

related structures.  He is currently an Associate Professor in the School of Civil Engineering at 

Purdue University and the Director of the Steel Bridge Research, Inspection, Training, and 

Engineering (S-BRITE) Center at Purdue University.  Over his career, he has conducted field 

evaluations of bridges throughout the United States and in bridge evaluations internationally.  He 

has researched fabrication flaws, fatigue cracking, and failures and has developed repair strategies 

for structures for a variety of agencies including state DOT, rapid transit authorities, construction 

companies, and structural consultants.  He has developed and is currently developing fatigue 

design specifications for highway bridge structures, sign structures, and bridge expansion joints 

for NCHRP and state agencies.  His work on fatigue and Constraint Induced Fracture (CIF) has 

been incorporated into the fracture provisions of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design 

Specifications. 

 

Karl H. Frank 

Dr. Frank, Professor Emeritus of the University of Texas at Austin, is widely regarded as one of 

the world’s foremost authorities on the design and behavior of structural steel bridges.  Throughout 

his career as a researcher, Professor of Civil Engineering and Director of Ferguson Structural 

Engineering Lab at the University of Texas at Austin, he has made extraordinary contributions to 

improving the understanding of the fatigue and fracture behavior of structural steel as well as 

towards the design and behavior of bolted and welded connections.  While he is widely recognized 

for his expertise in steel bridge systems, he is also well known for his contributions to the building 

industry.  He currently serves as Chief Engineer for Hirschfeld Industries, one of the leading steel 

bridge fabricators in the United States.  Dr. Frank is also significantly involved with several 

professional organizations such as the AASHTO, AREMA, RCSC, AISC, AWS, TRB, and the 

American Society of Civil Engineers.  His contributions are well recognized: he has received 

numerous awards including the Raymond C. Reese Research Prize, the J. James Croes Medal from 

the American Society of Civil Engineers, and the Lifetime Achievement Award from the American 

Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). 

 

  



2016 Iron & Steel Preservation Conference & Workshop 

Purdue University & Lansing Community College 

Brief Biographies of Speakers 
(continued) 

 

 
 

Matthew H. Hebdon 

Dr. Hebdon is an assistant professor in the Charles E. Via, Jr. Department of Civil & 

Environmental Engineering at Virginia Tech.  He received his doctorate in Civil Engineering in 

2015 from Purdue University.  Prior to this, he earned a master’s and a bachelor’s degree in civil 

and environmental engineering from Utah State University in 2005.  His research experience 

includes redundant behavior of steel bridges, fatigue and fracture evaluation of steel structures, 

bridge monitoring and testing, historical fabrication methods and materials, and large scale testing 

of structures.  As a licensed professional engineer he worked as a design engineer at Sargent 

Engineers, Inc. from 2005 until 2010. 

 

Frederick R. Rutz 

Dr. Rutz is licensed as a Professional Engineer in six states and a Structural Engineer in one. He 

has been a practicing structural engineer for over 40 years.  He also serves on the faculty at the 

University of Colorado, Denver, where he teaches both undergraduate and graduate structural 

engineering courses.  His research interests include historic bridges and historic metals.   

 

Ryan J. Sherman 

Ryan Sherman is a PhD Candidate in the Lyles School of Civil Engineering at Purdue University.  

He obtained his BS from Michigan Technological University in 2007 and his MS from Purdue in 

2009. After completing his MS, he worked as a Research Engineer at the Bowen Large Scale 

Laboratory of Civil Engineering for 2.5 years.  During that time he conducted several large-scale 

field and laboratory testing and instrumentation projects around the United States.  He is currently 

completing his PhD research, which is focused on developing new CVN criteria for steels 

commonly referred to as the “HPS Grades” in order to fully exploit the superior toughness of these 

steels.  The objective is to reduce the likelihood of brittle fracture to a level such that it is no more 

likely than any other limit state, thereby eliminating the need to classify a member as a FCM for 

in-service inspection. 

 



Iron & Steel Preservation Conference 2016 Registration Form 
Lansing Community College and Purdue University are offering an Iron & Steel Preservation Conference & Workshop May 18 - 20, 2016.  The 2-day Conference is May 18-19, 
held at the Holiday Inn-City Centre, Lafayette, IN and at Purdue’s Bowen Lab in West Lafayette, IN; the half-day Workshop is May 20. The hands-on Workshop is limited to the 
first 40 participants who sign up. Please make sure that you have the following casual working attire: long sleeve shirt, long pants & sturdy closed toe shoes. 
 
For those registering for both the Conference and the Workshop, please complete two separate forms, one for the Conference and one for the Workshop. 
 

Please  your program choice.  Registration must include payment: 
 Conference May 18-19: $375.00    Hands-On Workshop May 20: $175.00   

If there are not enough registered participants by March 31, this event may be forced to cancel, so please register early.   
 

Participants need to reserve their own hotel room. Call the Holiday Inn-City Centre, 515 South Street, Lafayette, IN 47901, directly at 765-497-8721, and mention 
the LCC Iron & Steel Conference to obtain the conference rate. 
 
   

Name*  Date of Birth (Month/Day/Year)* 

   

Company/Organization*  Primary Phone (Include Area Code)* 

   
Home Address*  E-mail Address* *Required Information 

       
City*  State*  Zip*   

Method of Payment: 
 

  Check      Company Letter of Authorization – Please call 517-483-9853. 

Register in any of these ways: 
(1) By credit card: https://bciwebregistration.lcc.edu 
(2) By Phone: 517-483-9853 
(3) By Fax: 517-483-9805 
(4) By mail: Please mail completed registration form with check to: 

Lansing Community College 
MC 6000W-Registration 

PO Box 40010 

Lansing, MI   48901-7210 

 

 

Make Checks Payable to: Lansing Community College 

 

For all credit card payments, use this secured website: 

https://bciwebregistration.lcc.edu 
 

$     

 Total Due 

 

Refund and Cancellation policy: We will notify you by phone or mail if this conference is canceled by LCC. A full refund will be sent to you. No further action on your part is 
required. If you must cancel your registration, the following rules apply: 
 

Period relative to the first day of 
conference: 

7 calendar days (or more) before 
May 10, 2016 

2 to 6 calendar days before 
May 11 to May 16 

1 calendar day before start, or 
later, May 17  

Amount of Refund: 100% refund 50% refund 0% 

 
I would also like to donate to the Iron and Steel Historic Preservation Program Fund (Check payable to LCC Foundation, tax deductible) in the following amount: 
$25 _____ $50 _____ $100 _____ other _______ 

 

https://bciwebregistration.lcc.edu/
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